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NOTES OAR2 

1  Opening of the meeting 
President Adrian Södergren opened the meeting at 18:02. 

1.1 Present 
Adrian Södergren, Chapter President (Chapter Board) 

Elin Hedberg, Head of Chapter Hall (Chapter Board) 

Andreas Renberg, Event Coordinator (Chapter Board) and VIN (IN) 

Sofie Renberg, Nr1 (Chapter Board) 

Emmanuel Nelsson Vedung, Economic Chief (Krexet) 

Victor Fredlund, Master Chef (KÄKA) 

Simon Edin, Sous Chef (KÄKA) 

Simon Dahlberg, TLCO (TLC) 

Bjarne Falk, TLCnous (TLC) 

Paula Sommer, Chairman of Education Board 

Astrid Wilsby, Chapter Speaker 

Fredrik Persson, Internation Contact Committee 

Jacob Degenne, Chairman of the Nomination Committee 

Ludwig Wåhlin, Vice BluffO (Bluffis) 

Anton Åkesson, Ölverste (KÖN) 

Anja Ramström, GenerÖl (KÖN) 

Tim Aronsson, KAPTEN (KOMPIS) 

Olivia Andersson, Klubbmästare (KK) 

Emma Neill, Pubmästare (KK) 

Kadar Hassan, Sexmästarinna KK 

Evelina Tvinne Flyg, KNUTE (KNUT) 

Elsa Arksand, KNUTO (KNUT) 

Erik Lyrén, Vice head of The Ligands 
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Elias Lallo, International Contact Committee 

Lou Hellquist, Head of The Ligands 

Nicole Helluin, HvispHeus (Alkemisterna) 

2 Announcements 

2.1 The speakers’ presidium 
SM2 On Monday, come there! Before SM3 the speaker Astrid urges everyone to read the 

speakers’ presidium’s wish list, which will be uploaded; the graphic charter shall be followed, 

texts shall be sent in both word- and PDF-format, members to be confirmed shall be 

provided in a plain list, in addition to the texts, among other things. 

2.2 Nomination committee 
Chairman Jacob clarifies that while the nomination committee announces elections, the 

association heads themselves must get people to apply, since the election committee has no 

obligation to market elections. 

2.3 Take out loans! 
The chapter can provide loans for when major shopping needs to be done for chapter events 

– use this instead of spending your own money! 

2.4 Help with printer 
Anyone interested in helping out with installation of the new printer can email 

ekonomi@k.kth.se! 

2.5 Dinner 
A dinner for all OAR-members sitting until new year will be held sometime in mid-January. 

Stay tuned! 

2.6 Tickets on website 
The tickets for the Christmas Party are sold on the website, as a trial for a new ticket-system. 

BAR is open to feedback and can be reached at bar@k.kth.se.  

2.7 Music Help 
The board has decided to participate in Musikhjälpen, a nationwide charity-event, and they 

want all associations organizing events during the next week to promote this. 

2.8 New floor 
A new floor will be installed in Draget during week 8 of 2019, the same week as BKW. Help 

from the chapter will be needed, and thus, the Draget Task Force is re-announced. 
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3 Follow-up OAR1 

3.1 Newsletter 
The first chapter newsletter has been sent to all members since OAR1. Opinions are 

welcome and should be directed to kommunikation@k.kth.se or to Elizaveta in person. 

3.2 JML-Solutions 
President Adrian has been in contact with our safety-agent (TryggO), who himself has been 

in contact with other chapters and THS Central. TryggO Jonathan announces that he is 

interested in a potential association for equality and inclusion (JML), even though we are 

great at JML, in comparison with the rest of KTH – but of course not perfect. The 

investigation/work will continue. 

4 Renovation suggestions 
The Draget Task Force, which will lead the renovation of Draget, are re-launched, and a 

form with suggestions for renovations is presented. 

5 Chapter and association veterans 
Discussion in smaller groups 

Some associations have nice veterans who help during events. A stronger connection to the 

alumni organization Salamandrarna would be beneficial to everyone, even those who has not 

been active in the chapter. 

Many associations experience a good dynamic with their veterans, where veterans are 

welcome to internal events and they sometimes organize events for the currently active 

group. They can also be turned to for advice and help, but in some cases some people just 

want to move on from the chapter. It can be good to uphold a “core” in an association, 

which keeps people coming back, instead of closing the door for veterans and just using 

them as a resource. 

Others experience a lack of comparable veteran-culture and wish that it would be easier to 

contact them, as some projects span longer periods than single years. 

Some veteran-culture where the heads see their veterans as “macho” in a negative way has 

occurred, which is not good for the current group and results in a bad relation. 

A few raised their hand when asked which associations in any way thanks their retiring 

members. 

 

Fika with kärleksmums presented! 

Meeting is paused for fika at 19:00.  

Meeting resumed at 19:15.  
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6 Receipt Reports 
Form presented. 

KK-Masters announces that the form for receipt statements is updated to make the receipt 

reporting easier, since many experience that they do not know how to do it. The files inside 

Secfunk are perceived as non-intuitive by many and should be revised. Ideas for 

improvement can be sent to bar@k.kth.se.  

7 Opening up OAR 
Form presented. 

Discussion in smaller groups 

Many perceive OAR, as it is today, as a great forum and say it should be kept that way, but 

with some improvements like presenting the agenda for association members and explaining 

what OAR is. 

Many think that heavier topics should be discussed in other forums, such as SM, since they 

do not only concern association heads, even though the chapter has entrusted the heads to 

make these kinds of decisions. Suggestions to invite all members as spectators was given, but 

some question whether members would want to be present. 

The president was requested to announce discussions topics for the associations, which 

could be presented during coming OAR. 

8 Sustainable chapter engagement 
A smaller survey in the form of a form was presented. 

To reduce the workload, it is suggested that several associations can cooperate with shopping 

and carrying before events. A forum for acute help was proposed. Some wish for a way to 

distribute events more evenly. One solution would be that all heads, during ÅL or OAR, can 

present the dates they plan events on, before the whole year or at the start of every period. 

9 Closure of the meeting 
Meeting closed at. 20:22. 
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